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Dear sir:

We enclose a copy of the manuscript entitled “Functional assessment of older patients in the emergency room: comparison between standard instruments, medical records and physicians’ perceptions”, for consideration by *BMC geriatrics* for publication as an Original Research.

In this manuscript we have found evidence that elderly subjects’ functional status is not properly assessed by emergency department physicians. However, mention of two or more basic activities of daily living on the emergency department medical record is associated with physicians having far better knowledge of their patients’ functional status.

The manuscript contains original material, the manuscript and material within the manuscript have not been published and are not being considered for publication elsewhere in whole or in part in any language.

All contributors meet criteria for authorship. A. Rodríguez-Molinero (ARM) and J.R. Banegas (JRB) conceived the study. All authors (ARM, María López-Diéquez –MLD-, An I. Tabuenca –AIT-, Juan J. de la Cruz –JJC-, and JRB) participated in study design and data analysis. AIT and JJC did statistical analyses. All authors participated in interpretation of data and preparation of the manuscript.

I certify that the authors have read the manuscript and have agreed to be listed as authors.

Conflicts of Interest: None.

We look forward to hearing from you. Yours faithfully,
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